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6 principles for Crafting Rich Web Experiences

make it direct
keep it lightweight
stay on the page
provide invitations
use transitions
react immediately
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make it direct. inline editing

discoverability
invitations

facebook. prompt-based invitation

disqus. explicit “edit” invitation

Y!photo. implicit flickr. on hover
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make it direct. inline editing

group editing
symmetry of interaction
discoverability vs readability

basecamp. symmetry of interactioniPhone. non-symmetrical; readability

“If readability is more important than editing 
then keep the editing action hidden 

until the user interacts with the content.”



drag and drop

make it direct

My Yahoo! drag and drop
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make it direct. drag and drop

discoverability
hover invitation

interesting moments
activation on mouse down

tip during alternate path
additional visual affordances

netflix. few hints.

yahoo! teachers. hints during interesting moments
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digg. in page action

Key to digg’s 
early success - 

Kevin Rose

keep it lightweight. contextual tools
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click-weight
decision time

seek time
second guessing

wait time

Remove the “pain points”
Shorten the path
Keep actions immediate and light
Use hover, blur, focus; avoid heavy events

keep it lightweight. contextual tools

netflix. ratings

digg. vote
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anti-pattern. y! photos. idiot boxes

anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap
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stay on the page. virtual

Rethink paging
use scrolling for “owned” data

watch out for dual scroll bar issue
hybrid of paging & scrolling

mlslistings. pagination

microsoft live. paged scrolling

y! health. carousel

y! mail. on-demand scrolling
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stay on the page. virtual

Rethink paging
in-place paging

zoomable user interface (zui)

endless. seamless paging

hard rock cafe. zui cool iris (piclens). zui
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rethink process flows
the user’s mental model vs page model
every page jump is a mental speed bump

stay on the page. process flow

broadmoor hotel. one page checkoutthe gap. inline assistant

the gap. inline checkout
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step by step?
yes, sometimes works best

stay on the page. process flow

netflix. step by step

discover card. step by step

ebay. single page flow
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the answer is in testing

stay on the page. anti-patterns

netflix. stalker overlay

netflix. simpler overlay
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unfinished look
dog-ear
empty slots
blank slate

backpackit. blank slate invitation

netflix. rate invitiation (blank slots)

yahoo login! dog-ear invite
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offer an invitation. static invitation

call to action
1-2-3 messaging
spotlighting or lightbox
provide a peek

yahoo! tour invitation

discover! 1-2-3 call to action

starz play! sneak peek in carousel
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Discoverability
No easy answer
Use the hover to reveal interaction
Use the familiar to teach the new
Can’t flag all interactions

y! movies. hover invitation

backpackit. tooltip invitation + hover invitation + 
cursor invitation

offer an invitation. dynamic invitation

flickr. hover invitation

backpackit (fake). being too explicit
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bridge the new with the old
hyperlinks as actions

reveal with hovers
drop down clues

offer an invitation. dynamic invitation

y! mail. embedded buttons

backpackit. revealed hyperlinks/icons

flickr. drop down affordance

the gap. button
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anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap

anti-pattern. y! maps. mouse trap
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Speak to the brain
Understanding attention processing
Sending the wrong message

mac widgets

flickr zeitgeist
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backpackit. fade transition + self-healing transition.

flickr. slide transition.

flickr. active spotlight.

the gap. zoom box.

use transitions
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use transitions. anti-patterns

anti-pattern. y! local. stalker
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y! mail, kayak. auto complete

netflix. periodic refresh

y! small biz. live previews

y!mail. busy indicator

react immediately
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roost

react immediately
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6 principles for Crafting Rich Web Experiences

make it direct
keep it lightweight
stay on the page
provide invitations
use transitions
react immediately

Upcoming Book:
Designing Web Interfaces: Principles & Patterns for Rich Interfaces
O’Reilly

This Presentation: 
http://billwscott.com/share/presentations/2008/ajaxworld

http://billwscott.com/share/presentations/2008/ajaxworld
http://billwscott.com/share/presentations/2008/ajaxworld

